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Th ere are two kinds of books about Plotinus: commentaries on individual treatises 
and synthetic studies of general themes as they are handled across the range of the 
Enneads. In recent years the most significant effort to produce books of the first 
kind has been the Cerf series under the direction of Pierre Hadot. But in 2006 
Oxford University Press also published translations with a Greek text and com-
mentary for two treatises, namely Enneads I.4 by Kieran McGroarty and the vol-
ume under review here, James Wilberding’s study of Enneads II.1, which is treatise 
40 in Porphyry’s chronological list.1 Th is treatise is, to put it mildly, not among the 
most frequently read works of Plotinus. It deals, as the title of W.’s book suggests, 
with cosmology. However the main focus is narrower, as Plotinus sets out to 
answer a question that looks heart-sinkingly scholastic: is the cosmos numerically 
identical over all time or merely formally identical? But as W.’s fine study shows, 
II.1 is in fact of great historical and philosophical interest. It bears on areas of 
Plotinus’ thought beyond cosmology, especially psychology and more generally 
the relation between the intelligible and physical worlds. 

 W.’s book is well worth consulting even for readers who have only a passing 
interest in Plotinus, because of the introduction. Th e 40 pages of background 
discussion offered here are, to my knowledge, the best available brief overview of 
philosophical issues in ancient cosmology. I would recommend it as reading for 
anyone (even undergraduates, because it is both clear and concise) who is con-
cerned with the cosmologies of Plato, Aristotle and the Stoics. As far as Plato and 
Aristotle go, most of the key issues have to do with tensions between the Timaeus 
and Aristotle’s cosmology as set forth in De Caelo and the Physics. Th e most obvi-
ous is the question of whether the heavens consist of the same elements as the 
sublunary world (i.e. air, earth, fire and water, albeit perhaps in a more “pure” ver-
sion), which is the view set forth in the Timaeus;2 or whether they are made of an 
indestructible fifth element as Aristotle holds. Th is dispute turns to a large extent 
on determining the types of motion that belong to all these bodies. 

 Th e standard thing to say about Aristotle on this issue is that he distinguishes 
between the four sublunary elements, which move rectilinearly away from or 
towards the midpoint of the cosmos, and the heavens, which move circularly. 
Both types of motion would be natural. W. nicely points out (p. 18) that the 
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1)  From the same press we have an earlier study of Enneads III.6 by Barrie Fleet (1995). 
2)  But not in the pseudo-Platonic Epinomis, which Plotinus seems to have thought was 
genuine: see p.15. 
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whole question of natural vs. unnatural motion is already to some extent foreign 
to Plato, who instead emphasizes the contrast between reason and necessity. But 
he also shows that the picture in Aristotle is more complex. As any one who has 
read Philoponus knows, there is an anomaly in Aristotle’s system, namely the cir-
cularly moving sphere of fire (hupekkauma) just beneath the sphere of the moon. 
If fire naturally moves straight up, why is this sphere of fire rotating circularly? Is 
something moving it? In fact, as W. shows (p. 26), it was plausible for some ancient 
authors to interpret Aristotle as holding that the elements do not naturally move 
up and down. Rather, by nature, they move circularly or just rest. It is only when 
they are removed from their “natural place” that they exhibit rectilinear motion. 
W. concludes, in light of such tensions in Aristotle’s theory, that he “probably 
never had a unified theory of the substance of the heavens that was in full accord 
with other features of his natural philosophy” (p. 24, following Moraux). Plotinus 
has an ingenious way of dealing with the problem, though. He holds, if  W. is 
right (pp. 64-5, cf. 146-9), that fire does naturally move straight up, but can also 
naturally be “led” in a circular path by soul, in imitation of nous. Soul does this 
once fire has reached its “natural place” at the edge of the sublunary world. “So,” 
as W. puts it, “what counts as the natural motion of fire will depend on where the 
fire is.” 

 Th is horizon between the sublunary and celestial worlds is also the locus for a 
Stoic theory rejected by Plotinus. Th e theory is that there is some kind of material 
exchange between the heavens and the sublunary world. Some Stoics suggested 
that the heavens are “fed” by upwardly moving air and fire (p. 40). Plotinus is 
determined, in II.1, to refute any such view. To understand why, we need to turn 
now to the main question of the treatise: in what sense is the cosmos identical over 
time? According to W.’s interpretation, Plotinus holds that no body can preserve 
its identity over time by its own resources. For he considers body as such to be 
subject to constant “external flux,” i.e. gain and loss of parts (p. 45, citing Enn. 
IV.3.8 and V.9.5). But this does not mean that no body has identity over time: 
rather, continuity is provided by soul (p. 46), and it is only the body as such, as a 
lifeless heap, that has no principle of identity. And as II.1 shows, Plotinus would 
go even further when it comes to celestial bodies. For unlike sublunary bodies, the 
heavens are perfectly dominated by soul in such as way as to be preserved 
indefinitely (p. 50). Partly this is owing to their better bodies and a better physical 
location, but most importantly it is because they have better souls. Th is explains 
why Plotinus needs to reject the Stoic idea of material interchange (see II.1.4). It 
allows him to preserve a distinction between the flux-ridden sublunary bodies and 
the perfect and perpetual celestial bodies. 

 All of this needs to be integrated into our understanding of Plotinus’ theory of 
physical identity. W.’s discussion, both in his introduction and commentary (see 
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e.g. his notes at pp. 127-30) can thus profitably be read alongside the recent work 
of Pauliina Remes.3 On Remes’ interpretation of Plotinus, bodily identity over 
time is a part-whole relationship, with a body consisting of a multiplicity of tem-
poral parts (cf. Enn. III.7.4 for a comparison of temporal extension to spatial 
extension). She thus compares Plotinus’ theory to contemporary four-dimension-
alist views. Remes is also interested in the same idea put forth by W., that it is a 
higher principle (soul) which unifies these “parts” into a unified whole. I think 
these two interpretations are complementary. A distinctive contribution of W.’s 
discussion is to show that Plotinus’ theory of individuation must deal with at least 
three distinct cases. First, there are beings like us, who have flux-ridden bodies 
unified by a soul. Th is is the case that gets the most attention in the secondary 
literature (think of the Forms of Individuals problem, which usually centers on 
the question of whether there are such items as a Form of Socrates). But in addi-
tion, there will be inferior bodies, like stones.4 Th ird and finally, there will be the 
superior bodies of the heavens, which are not just unified over time like a human 
body, but unified over all time. 

 Th is takes us to another question about parts and wholes. As W. points out, 
Enneads II.1 is not supposed to be about the perpetual numerical identity of the 
heavens, but rather of the cosmos as a whole. (For this reason W. rejects the title 
for II.1, Peri Ouranou, in favor of Peri Kosmou; p. 95.) So why does Plotinus spend 
so much time arguing for the numerical identity of the heavens, as if this would 
immediately guarantee the numerical identity of the whole cosmos? Suppose I 
replaced every part of a ship except for its mast. Would we say that the result was 
a numerically identical ship, thanks to the numerical identity of the mast? Pre-
sumably not. Yet, as W. notes (p. 135), in II.1 “the everlastingness of the universe 
has simply been reduced to a question of the everlastingness of the heavens.”5 W. 
later remarks that Plotinus “must think that the numerical persistence of the heav-
ens is a necessary condition for the numerical persistence of the universe” (p. 155). 
One might be forgiven, though, for concluding that Plotinus thinks the heavens’ 

3)  P. Remes, Plotinus on Self: the Philosophy of the ‘We’ (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2007), ch.1, which reproduces material from her study “Plotinus on the Unity 
and Identity of Changing Particulars,” Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy 28 (2005), 
pp. 273-301. 
4)  Plotinus thinks that even these have some sort of unity derived from soul, which is why 
they grow as long as they are in the earth (IV.4.27). Might this help explain why a given 
stone is the same stone from one moment to the next? 
5)  Th is assumes two other conditions are also satisfied (see p.50): that there is no external 
flux of the cosmos as a whole, and that the World Soul persists. As we will see shortly, the 
second of these conditions is a clue to Plotinus’ considered view. 
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persistence would be a sufficient condition for the eternal numerical identity of the 
cosmos as a whole. After all this is the main thrust of his arguments in II.1. But 
this inference is highly implausible, as we’ve just seen with our example of the 
mast and the ship. 

 So W. seems right in taking Plotinus’ position to be as follows: the persistence 
of the heavens is a sign that a different sufficient condition is in place. Th is condi-
tion is the permanent existence and activity of soul (cf. p. 136, referring to 
II.1.4.30: the cause [aitia] of sublunary change is permanent). Plotinus’ focus on 
the heavens is to be explained in light of his view that the heavens exhibit the 
activity of soul in a paradigmatic way. W. provides interesting passages (pp. 51-2) 
showing that the Stoics and Proclus saw the heavens as the seat of the hêgemonikon 
for the entire cosmos. On this view, although the heavens have no distinct soul of 
their own, the “most important part” of the World Soul is located primarily in the 
heavens.6 Plotinus does not quite think this, but he does hold something similar: 
for him, as we saw above, the best soul that is related to any body is the soul of 
heaven. (Th is is the ourania psuchê, on which see pp. 175-7: W. follows Hadot in 
denying that this entity is the highest part of the World Soul.) Th e persistence and 
numerical identity of the heavens is thus the surest guide to soul’s unifying activity 
as pertaining to the cosmos as a whole. In this respect the permanence of the 
heavens confirms the result of other arguments, e.g. that the higher principles 
would not dissolve the cosmos because it is good (cf. Timaeus 41b, for which 
compare Enn. II.4.30-1 on the fact that soul does not “change its mind”). 

 Before closing let me return to the composition of the heavens. As mentioned 
above, Plato’s Timaeus tells us that celestial bodies are made of the same elements 
as the sublunary world, and not a special fifth element. Plotinus is not troubled by 
any tension with Aristotle here, as for instance Simplicius later would be. His 
sympathies lie rather with critics of Aristotle such as Xenarchus (see pp. 62-3). But 
Plotinus does find it difficult to believe that all four sublunary elements are present 
in the heavens. Instead, he prefers to think that the heavens consist solely of a very 
pure kind of fire. So why does the Timaeus seem to say otherwise, at 32b (cf. 
W.’s discussion at pp. 13-14, 68-70, 191-2)? Plotinus makes two moves here. 
First, he says that the heavens partake of the properties of elements other than fire. 
For instance celestial bodies possess solidity, which is characteristic of earth 
(II.1.7.31-2). Second, and intriguingly, he flirts with the possibility that Timaeus 
is not just a mouthpiece for Plato’s views. At II.1.6.2 he ascribes the four element 
theory to Timaeus, not Plato, and then in the next chapter he says: “perhaps, then, 

6)  Th e question of what it would mean for an immaterial entity to be “located” in a part of 
the cosmos has been discussed by Wilberding elsewhere: see his “‘Creeping Spatiality’: the 
Location of Nous in Plotinus’ Universe,” Phronesis 50 (2005), 315-334. 
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one must listen more carefully to Plato” (II.1.7.1). Th is passage is quite unusual in 
suggesting a distance between Plato and his main speaker—elsewhere Plotinus is 
happy to assume that Timaeus speaks for Plato. 

 Enneads II.1 is, then, a treatise which fully merits the careful philosophical and 
philological attention W. has given it. Th e resulting volume is well worth the 
attention of anyone with an interest in ancient science or in Plotinus. In fact, in 
my view this is one of the best studies devoted to Plotinus in recent years. 
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